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China Sells Record U.S. Debt, Japanese Yen on Verge of
Collapse
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China just sold a record amount of U.S. debt,
and Japan’s currency is in trouble. Japan,
like China, holds an enormous amount of
U.S. debt. In fact, Japan holds more U.S.
debt than China. The New American breaks
down what this means for America.  

Also in this episode:

@ 24:30 | Unlike the U.S. dollar, Argentina’s currency is making a comeback. We break down what the
United States can learn from this;

@ 38:15 | The judge overseeing Donald Trump’s hush-money case lost his cool, and the prosecutor’s
star witness admitted to stealing tens of thousands of dollars;

@ 51:04 | TNA Senior Editor Rebecca Terrell discusses her interview with election-integrity activist
Steven Stern.
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Read “China Sells Record Amount of U.S. Debt in First Quarter”

Watch Steve Stern: Securing the 2024 Election

Watch Thomas Massie vs. The Deep State
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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